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EXCEPTIONAL ERGODIC DIRECTIONS IN EATON LENSES
MAURO ARTIGIANI
Abstract. We construct examples of ergodic vertical flows in periodic config-
urations of Eaton lenses of fixed radius. We achieve this by studying a family
of infinite translation surfaces that are Z2-covers of slit tori. We show that the
Hausdorff dimension of lattices for which the vertical flow is ergodic is bigger
than 3/2. Moreover, the lattices are explicitly constructed.
1. Introduction
1.1. Setting and statement of the results. Circular Eaton lenses in the plane R2
were introduced in [5] as an example of a perfect retro-flector: when a light ray
enters a lens it is reflected in the same direction with opposite orientation, see
the left part of Figure 1. We consider a system of such lenses of some fixed
radius R > 0 whose centres are placed on a lattice Λ ⊂ R2, as recently studied
by K. Fra˛czek and M. Schmoll in [7]. This leads to the study of an infinite
periodic billiard, an area that has been intensively studied in the last few years;
see Section 1.3 for more details and references.
Figure 1. Vertical trajectories entering a circular Eaton lens and
the flat counterpart.
A lattice Λ is R-admissible if the circles of radius R centred at the lattice points
do not overlap. A system of Eaton lenses will be denoted L(Λ, R). Applying
an appropriate rotation to the lattice, we can restrict ourselves to the study of
vertical light rays. Moreover, up to scaling, we can suppose that the lattice Λ has
covolume 1, in other words Λ ∈ L = SL(2,R)/ SL(2,Z). From the circle packing
problem, one knows that if R ≥ 1/
√
2
√
3 there are no lattices of covolume one
that are R-admissible, while for lower values of the radius the set of R-admissible
lattices is a non-empty open set in L . We denote with µL the unique probability
measure on L which is invariant by the action by left multiplication by elements
of SL(2,R). K. Fra˛czek and M. Schmoll recently discovered in [7] an interesting
behaviour of light rays in Eaton lenses. They proved the following
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Figure 2. Trajectories in a periodic configuration of Eaton lenses
L(Λ, R) and their counterparts in the flat lenses system F(Λ, R).
Theorem 1. For every 0 < R < 1/
√
2
√
3 and for µL -almost every R-admissible lattice
Λ ∈ L there exist constants C = C(Λ, R) > 0 and θ = θ(Λ, R) ∈ S1 such that every
vertical light ray in L(Λ, R) is trapped in an infinite band of width C > 0 in direction θ.
A natural question is thus if there are exceptional cases, that is if, for every
radius, one can find lattices in which the vertical light rays are not confined. In this
paper we explicitly construct exceptional lattices and we give a lower bound on
the Hausdorff dimension of the set of exceptional lattices, thus showing that this
set is rich in the measure-theoretic sense. We define the Eaton flow as the flow that
moves every point of the plane vertically with unit speed following trajectories
of light rays. This flow preserves the Lebesgue measure Leb on R2. We recall
that a flow is ergodic if every set A ⊂ R2 that is invariant under the flow has
either Leb(A) = 0 or Leb(R2 \ A) = 0. In particular, since the Lebesgue measure
gives positive measure to all open sets, almost every orbit under the flow is dense,
and hence far from being trapped in a strip. The main result of this paper is the
following
Theorem 2. Let 0 < R < 1/2. Then there exists a set of R-admissible lattices Λ ∈ L
whose Hausdorff dimension is bigger than 3/2 such that the Eaton flow is ergodic with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on L(Λ, R).
In order to prove this result we study a related system obtained by replacing
each circular lens with a horizontal obstacle of the same length of the diameter of
the lens, centred in the middle point of the lens itself. When a vertical light ray
encounters any of these obstacles it is rotated by 180 degrees around the centre
of the obstacle and comes out with the opposite orientation, see the right part of
Figure 1. If a ray hits the centre of the obstacle, by convention we prolong the
orbit on the same line with reversed orientation. We denote a system of these “flat
lenses” with F(Λ, R). It follows from the construction that the orbits of vertical
light rays are the same in L(Λ, R) and in F(Λ, R) except inside of each circular
lens, see Figure 2. In particular, for the study of ergodicity, we can use the simpler
system F(Λ, R) to deduce information on our original setting of Eaton lenses.
We will always assume the following
Flat Admissibility Condition. For R > 0 and Λ ∈ L the obstacles in F(Λ, R) are
pairwise disjoint.
In particular, if Λ is R-admissible, then the system F(Λ, R) satisfies the flat
admissibility condition. On the infinite surface F(Λ, R) the vertical trajectories
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Figure 3. Two trajectories in a periodic configuration of flat lenses
F(Λ, R) and their images in F±(Λ, R).
of the light rays give rise to a non-orientable vertical foliation. However, one can
obtain an orientable foliation constructing a double cover M˜(Λ, R), called the
orientation covering of F(Λ, R), in the following way. Take two copies F±(Λ, R)
of F(Λ, R), corresponding to the two possible orientations of a vertical trajectory.
Every light ray travels in one copy F±(Λ, R) until it hits one obstacle; it is then
rotated by 180 degrees around the centre of the obstacle and comes out in the
opposite copy F∓(Λ, R), see Figure 3. Denote rpiF−(Λ, R) the image of F−(Λ, R)
under the rotation by 180 degrees around the origin. We enumerate the obstacles
in F±(Λ, R) in the obvious way with elements of Z2. Then rpiF−(Λ, R) inherits
an enumeration of its obstacles from the one given to F−(Λ, R). We obtain the
surface M˜(Λ, R) by gluing the left (resp. right) part of the obstacle numbered
by (m, n) of F+(Λ, R) to the right (resp. left) part of the obstacle numbered by
(m, n) of rpiF−(Λ, R). Then M˜(Λ, R) is a translation surface in which the vertical
foliation becomes orientable. We define the vertical directional flow ϕ˜vt as the flow
that moves up, at unit speed, points along the leaves of the orientable foliation
we obtained on M˜(Λ, R). Choosing a fundamental domain for the Λ-action on
M˜(Λ, R) one sees that this surface is a Z2-cover of a compact translation surface,
denoted M(Λ, R), given by two flat tori glued along a slit, that comes from the
obstacles in F(Λ, R).
To prove our main result, we will study in depth the case when the two tori are
obtained from the unit square in R2, that is the case when Λ = Z2, and prove a
result analogous to Theorem 2 for the Z2-cover M˜(Z2, R) of M(Z2, R). Namely
we prove the following
Theorem 3. Let 0 < R < 1/2 be a rational number with odd numerator. Then there
exists a set of directions θ, explicitly given in terms of their continued fraction
expansions, with Hausdorff dimension bigger than 1/2 such that the flow ϕ˜θt is ergodic
on M˜(Z2, R). Moreover, there exists a Gδ dense subset of S1 on which the same happens.
The forementioned Theorem 2 will then follow from this result by exploiting
the action of SL(2,R) on L by left multiplication, as we will explain in the last
section.
1.2. Outline of the paper. We will recall all the basic definitions of translation
surfaces and their coverings in section 2. We then state a criterion for ergodicity
on Z2-covers of compact translation surfaces, which we will use to produce
ergodic directions for M˜(Z2, R). In section 4 we exploit this criterion under some
hypothesis on the action of SL(2,R) on the homology of the compact surface
M(Z2, R). This action is studied in detail in the following section to guarantee
that our previous hypothesis are satisfied. We summarise our results for M˜(Z2, R)
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and prove a more precise version of Theorem 3 in section 6. Finally, in section 7,
we prove Theorem 2 using the results of the previous sections.
1.3. Relation with other results in the literature. As we mentioned above, the
study of Zd-covers of compact translation surfaces has been a very active area of
research in the last few years. The reduction of periodic systems of identical Eaton
lenses to this framework was explained by K. Fra˛czek and M. Schmoll in [7]. Our
work is inspired by the approach of K. Fra˛czek and C. Ulcigrai in [8], where a
similar strategy is used for a Z-periodic infinite surface.
One could see the infinite translation surface M˜(Z2, R) as a degenerate case
of the famous wind-tree model, that has been intensively studied recently, for
instance in [2–4, 9, 10, 12]. Also for this model the generic behaviour of the
directional flow is not ergodic, as shown in [9]. It is worth to remark that in the
wind-tree model the trajectories are not trapped in bands and hence there is no
geometrically clear picture of the non-ergodic behaviour of the directional flow.
On the technical side the proof in [7] exploits the bounded deviations phenomenon,
discovered by A. Zorich, which is not relevant for the wind-tree as the curves
giving the Z2-cover in this case belong to two different blocks of the so-called
Kontsevich–Zorich cocycle.
Ergodic directions for the directional flow on the surface M˜(z)Γ, introduced in
Section 4, can be obtained using the much more general work of P. Hooper [10] in
some specific examples, for instance when z =
( 1
4 , 0
)
. However, our approach is
quite different.
Finally, let us point out that we study in detail a surface M(z), made out of
two identical tori glued along a slit, see Section 4. This surface has a rich history,
going back to the seminal work of W. Veech. For instance, it was used to produce
examples of minimal but non-ergodic directions on compact translation surfaces,
see the survey of H. Masur and S. Tabachnikov [16] for more details. Moreover, it
plays a fundamental role in [8].
2. Background
2.1. Translation surfaces. In this section we recall the basic definitions related
with compact translation surfaces and their Zd-coverings. For more details on the
compact case we refer to the surveys [14, 16, 18, 19].
A translation surface is a pair (M,ω), where M is a compact Riemann surface
and ω is a nonzero Abelian differential, that is a holomorphic 1-form. Call Σ ⊂ M
the set of zeros of ω. These points are the singularities of the translation surface. For
every angle θ ∈ S1 one defines a vector field Xωθ in direction θ on the complement
M \Σ of the singularities by ω(Xωθ ) = eiθ . The corresponding flow will be denoted
ϕθt and is called directional flow or straight-line flow. This flow preserves the
natural area form on M given by i2ω ∧ ω. The total area of the surface, with
respect to this area form, is denoted A(ω).
A saddle connection on M is a geodesic segment for the natural flat metric of the
surface that connects two singularities, not necessarily distinct, and without any
other singularity in its interior. To each curve γ we can associate a displacement (or
holonomy) vector obtained developing the curve from M to R2 and then taking
the difference between the final and initial points on the Euclidean geodesic.
Identifying R2 with C one has hol(γ) =
∫
γ ω. A cylinder C ⊂ M is a maximal
connected union of simple closed geodesics all of which are homotopic one to the
other. A closed geodesic in a cylinder is called a core curve of the cylinder itself,
and its length is called the width of C.
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The moduli space of compact translation surfaces of fixed genus g and with the
same number and order of singularities κ1, . . . , κs is called a stratum and is denoted
H(κ1, . . . , κs). The genus is univocally determined by the well-known formula for
zeros of holomorphic 1-forms on a compact Riemann surface ∑i κi = 2g− 2.
There is a natural action of the group GL+(2,R) on translation surfaces, given
by post-composition with the local charts. The action of an element g ∈ GL+(2,R)
on (M,ω) will be denoted g · (M,ω). In particular, we will be interested in
the Teichmüller geodesic flow, that is the action of the group of diagonal matrices
Gt = diag(et, e−t), for t ∈ R, and the one given by rotations
rθ =
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
.
Since the action of GL+(2,R) preserves the topological structure of the surface it
can be restricted to an action of each stratum H(κ1, . . . , κs).
The group Aff+(M,ω) of affine automorphisms of a translation surface is the
group of all orientation preserving homeomorphisms that map singular points to
singular points, are diffeomorphisms on M \ Σ and are affine on the same set with
respect to the coordinates given by locally integrating ω. Under the identification
between tangent planes at points p ∈ M \ Σ and R2 given by the local coordinates,
the derivative of any affine automorphism coincides with its linear part and is a
constant 2× 2 real matrix. Any affine diffeomorphism preserves the area of the
surface and hence its derivative has determinant 1. We thus have a well defined
map D : Aff+(M,ω)→ SL(2,R). The image of this map is called the Veech group
of M. The kernel of this map is the group of translation equivalences, that is affine
automorphisms whose derivative is id. Two translation surfaces are said to be
translation equivalent if there is an affine diffeomorphism between the two whose
derivative is the identity matrix.
Given a translation surface (M,ω) a translation cover (M˜, ω˜) of (M,ω) is a cover
p : M˜ → M such that M˜ is a translation surface, ω˜ = p∗(ω) and the covering
map p is locally given by translations in M˜ \ p−1(Σ). Since (M˜, ω˜) is a translation
surface, on it we can define the straight-line flow ϕ˜θt in direction θ.
Following [11], one can give a more concrete definition of a translation cover
in the case when the covering group is Z2, in other words, the surface M˜/Z2 is
homeomorphic to M. In this case all Z2-covers of a compact connected translation
surface (M,ω) are in one-to-one correspondence, up to isomorphism, with linearly
independent pairs of absolutely homology classes (γ1,γ2) ∈ H1(M;Z)2. We write
Γ = (γ1,γ2) for such a pair and denote the covering surface with (M˜Γ, ω˜). If we
denote the algebraic intersection form on M with 〈 · , · 〉 : H1(M;Z)×H1(M;Z)→
Z, then the lift of a closed curve σ on the surface M is a path σ˜ : [t0, t1] → M˜Γ
such that σ˜(t1) = (n1, n2) · σ˜(t0), where (n1, n2) =
(〈γ1, [σ]〉, 〈γ2, [σ]〉) ∈ Z2 and ·
is the Z2-action by deck transformations on (M˜Γ,ωΓ).
A necessary condition, see [2], for recurrence of the flow ϕ˜θt is the no-drift
condition, that is
hol(γi) =
∫
γi
ω = 0, for i = 1, 2.
For Z-covers, as P. Hooper and B. Weiss showed in [11], under the no-drift
condition recurrence of ϕ˜θt is a consequence of general principles: ergodicity of
the flow ϕθt on M implies recurrence of ϕ˜
θ
t on M˜γ. However, for Z
2-covers this is
not true, as shown by V. Delecroix in [3]. In the following, we will always assume
that the no-drift condition is satisfied. The group of homology classes having zero
holonomy will be denoted H(0)1 (M;Z).
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2.2. Cocycles and essential values. We now recall some definitions from infinite
ergodic theory that we are going to need in order to state our criterion for
ergodicity of ϕ˜θt on a Z
2-cover of a compact translation surface. For more details
on the subject we refer to [1, §8.1-8.2] or [17].
Let Ft : X → X be a flow on the measure space (X, µ), where µ is a non-atomic
probability measure which is invariant under the action of the flow. A measurable
cocycle α : X×R→ Z2 is a function satisfying
α(x, t + s) = α(x, s) + α(Ftx, s),
for every x ∈ X and t and s in R. With these two ingredients we define a flow F˜t
on the space X˜ = X×Z2, equipped with the natural measure, setting
F˜t(x, n) = (Ftx, n + α(Ftx, n)).
This flow is called a Z2-valued skew-product of Ft. An element (n1, n2) ∈ Z2 is
called an essential value for the skew-product if, for any measurable set A ⊂ X of
positive measure, there is a set of times t with positive measure such that
µ
({ x ∈ A : Ftx ∈ A, α(x, t) = (n1, n2) }) > 0.
One can show that the set of essential values is a subgroup of Z2. We will use the
following Theorem, due to K. Schmidt [17, Corollary 5.4].
Theorem 4. Let Ft be an ergodic flow on a non-atomic measure space (X, µ) and let
α : X×R→ Z2 be a cocycle. Then the skew-product F˜t is ergodic if and only if the set of
essential values coincides with Z2.
Given a Z2-cover M˜Γ of a compact translation surface M determined by two
linearly independent curves γ1 and γ2 in H
(0)
1 (M;Z), we can realise the directional
flow ϕ˜θt as a skew-product of the flow ϕ
θ
t on M in the following way. Choose
an arbitrary point x¯ ∈ M and, for every other point x choose a continuous path
γx,x¯ from x to x¯. Moreover, write γx¯,x for the path that has the same image and
opposite orientation. Then define the Z2-valued cocycle α by
α(x, t) =
(〈γ1, ηx,t〉, 〈γ2, ηx,t〉),
where ηx,t is the (homology class of the) closed path that connects x¯ to x along γx¯,x,
then flows x in direction θ for time t up to ϕθt (x) and finally closes up along γϕθt (x),x¯.
One can easily verify that α is indeed a cocycle and that the skew-product of ϕθt
over α is measurably equivalent to the flow ϕ˜θt . Different choices in the definition
of α lead to different skew-products, which are all measurably isomorphic to each
other.
3. Ergodicity Criterion
In this section we prove a criterion for ergodicity of the directional flow ϕ˜θt on a
Z2-cover of a compact translation surface. Our criterion is a generalisation of the
one proven by P. Hubert and B. Weiss in [13].
If C is a cylinder in the compact surface M, we denote with δ(C) ∈ H1(M;Z) the
homology class of a core curve of C. We write k(C) = (〈γ1, δ(C)〉, 〈γ2, δ(C)〉) ∈ Z2
and v(C) for the displacement vector of δ(C). Finally, let A(C) be the area of the
cylinder C. From the description of the Z2-cover we gave above it follows that, if
k(C) 6= (0, 0), then the lift C˜ of C to M˜ is an infinite strip. We recall the following
Definition, first introduced in [13].
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Definition 5. A direction θ ∈ S1 is well approximated by strips if there are ε > 0,
kθ 6= (0, 0) and infinitely many strips C˜ ⊂ M˜ such that k(C) ≡ kθ , A(C) > ε and
|(cos θ, sin θ) ∧ v(C)| ≤ (1− ε) A(C)
2‖v(C)‖ .
Well approximated directions are related with essential values. More precisely
one has the following
Proposition 6. Suppose θ ∈ S1 is a direction that is well approximated by strips. Then
kθ is an essential value for the straight-line flow ϕ˜θt on M˜.
The Proposition is proved in [13] for the case ofZ-covers, see their Claim 12. The
proof holds verbatim for Z2-covers, with the obvious modifications. In particular,
they construct embedded rectangles on the Z-cover with sides in direction θ and
θ + pi2 and opposite corners at the points x and k · x, where k ∈ Z, analogously to
kθ in Definition 5, is the value of the algebraic intersection form between a core
curve of a cylinder and the curve giving the Z-cover, and · represents the Z-action
on the cover itself. We modify that definition asking the corners of rectangles to
be placed at x and kθ · x, where · now represents the Z2 action on M˜Γ.
We will sometimes say that a sequence of strips C˜n well approximating a
direction θ ∈ S1 produces the essential value kθ . We can finally state our ergodicity
criterion.
Proposition 7 (Ergodicity Criterion). Let θ ∈ S1 be an ergodic direction for the
directional flow on the compact translation surface (M,ω). If θ is well approximated by
two sequences of strips with khθ ≡ (±1, 0) and kvθ ≡ (0,±1), then the flow ϕ˜θt on the
surface (M˜Γ, ω˜) is ergodic.
Proof. Let C˜hn and C˜vn be two sequences of “horizontal” and “vertical” strips that
well approximate θ. If p : M˜ → M is the covering map, write Chn = p
(
C˜hn
)
and
Cvn = p
(
C˜vn
)
. Suppose we have k(Chn) = khθ ≡ (±1, 0) and k(Cvn) = kvθ ≡ (0,±1).
Then, by Proposition 6, khθ and k
v
θ are essential values for the skew-product ϕ˜
θ
t .
Since, as we recalled earlier, the set of essential values is a closed subgroup of Z2
and we have shown that two generators of this group are essential values, the
conclusion now follows directly from Theorem 4. 
To show that the translation flow ϕθt on the compact surface (M,ω) is ergodic,
as in the hypothesis of our ergodicity criterion, we will use a classical result, due
to H. Masur [15].
Theorem 8 (Masur’s criterion [15]). Let (M,ω) ∈ H(κ1, . . . , κs) be a compact transla-
tion surface. Let g ∈ SL(2,R) a matrix that sends the direction θ on the vertical direction.
Suppose that there exist a bounded subset B ⊂ H(κ1, . . . , κs) and a sequence of times
tn → +∞ such that Gtn(g · (M,ω)) ∈ B for all n ∈N. Then the directional flow ϕθt on
(M,ω) is uniquely ergodic.
It is worth to stress that the core of our proof is in showing that we can construct
the sequence of strips as in the statement of Proposition 7, that is the content of
the following three sections.
4. Construction of Ergodic Directions
We define the punctured torus
T20 =
(
R2 \
{ (n
2
,
m
2
)
, n, m ∈ Z
})
/Z2.
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Figure 4. The surface M(z) with the cylinder Chz in light blue and
the cylinder Cvz in orange.
A fundamental domain for it is the subset
(1) T20 =
[
− 12 , 12
)
×
[
− 12 , 12
)
\
{
(0, 0),
(
− 12 ,− 12
)
,
(
− 12 , 0
)
,
(
0,− 12
)}
⊂ R2.
Finally, let pi : T20 → T20 be the bijection, induced by the quotient map, between
the two. In the following, unless explicitly stated, we will identify T20 with its
fundamental domain T20 via pi.
For z ∈ T20, let M(z) ∈ H(1, 1) the surface represented in Figure 4, made out
of two square tori glued along a slit. We will distinguish the two singularities of
M(z) one from the other. In particular z = (x, y) will always be the position of
the singularity denoted by • and −z the one of the singularity denoted by ◦. Let
ω be the 1-form induced by dz on M(z), and call L ⊂ H(1, 1) the locus made of
all the surfaces (M(z),ω) for z ∈ T20. Remark that the precise choice of the slit
joining the two singularities in the fundamental domain does not affect the flat
geometry of M(z), as two different choices are translation equivalent to each other.
However, this is relevant for the analysis of the homology of the surface we are
going to carry. To this end, we will always choose the slit obtained by projecting
on the tori the straight segment in the plane joining the points pi(z) and −pi(z), as
it is shown in Figure 4.
The linear action of GL(2,R) on the plane R2 ∼= C induces an action of the
subgroup GL(2,Z) on the torus T20. One can show, see [8, p. 648 and p. 652–
654], that the locus L is preserved by this action. In fact, the surface g ·M(z) is
translation equivalent to the surface M(gz), for g ∈ GL(2,Z).
The group of translation equivalences of M(z) consists of two elements, the
identity id and the involution τ that exchanges the two squares by translations.
One has
H(0)1 (M(z);Z) = { γ ∈ H1(M(z);Z) : τ∗γ = −γ } ,
where τ∗ denotes the induced action on the homology. For every surface M(z) ∈ L
let {α, β} be the basis of H(0)1 (M(z);Z) as in Figure 4. To any such surface we
associate a Z2-cover (M˜(z)Γ, ω˜), where Γ = (β,−α) and ω˜ is the pullback under
the covering map of ω. The negative sign in α is due to the orientation chosen
for α, see Figure 4. We remark that the orientation covering M˜(Z2, R) of F(Z2, R)
coincides with M˜(R)Γ.
Representing every surface in L as M(z), for some z ∈ T20, allows us to
consistently choose a standard basis of H(0)1 (M(z);Z), given by the curves α and β
as in Figure 4. Remark that this is equivalent to choose a marking of the translation
surfaces considered. Under this choice of basis we can represent the induced
action of a matrix g ∈ GL(2,Z) on the zero holonomy homology
g∗(z) : H
(0)
1 (M(z);Z)→ H(0)1 (g ·M(z);Z)
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with a 2× 2 integer matrix. More precisely, as the group of translation equivalences
of M(z) consists of two elements, there are exactly two maps ζg, τ ◦ ζg : M(z)→
g · M(z) that have a fixed matrix g as derivative. Their induced action from
H(0)1 (M(z);Z) to H
(0)
1 (g ·M(z);Z) is related by (τ ◦ ζg)∗ = −ζg∗. In other words,
given a matrix g ∈ GL(2,Z), its induced action on the zero holonomy homology
g∗(z) is well defined only as an element of PGL(2,Z). One has
(2) (g1 · g2)∗(z) = (g1)∗(g2z) · (g2)∗(z).
Convention. Since we are interested only in the action induced on the zero holo-
nomy homology, for the sake of brevity we will write g∗(z) to denote the action
from H(0)1 (M(z);Z) ⊂ H1(M(z);Z) to H(0)1 (g ·M(z);Z). Moreover, the notation
g∗(z) is meant to stress the fact that the induced action of the matrix g from
H(0)1 (M(z);Z) to H
(0)
1 (g · M(z);Z) depends on z, the endpoint of the slit, see
Lemma 11 for more details.
4.1. Construction of the strips. Fix z ∈ T20 and let pi(z) = (x, y) ∈ T20 . We will
consider the following two cylinders in M(z).
Chz =
[
− 12 , 12
)
×
([
|y|, 12
)
∪
[
− 12 ,−|y|
])
,(3)
Cvz =
([
|x|, 12
)
∪
[
− 12 ,−|x|
])
×
[
− 12 , 12
)
,(4)
which are represented in Figure 4. As the notation suggests, we will use the former
to obtain a family of strips well approximating a direction θ and with khθ ≡ (±1, 0);
the latter will lead to a family of strips with kvθ = (0,±1). We will sometimes call
also the image under a matrix g ∈ GL(2,Z) of the first cylinder “horizontal” and
of the second one “vertical”.
The displacement vectors of the core curves of these two cylinders are v(Chz ) =
(1, 0) and v(Cvz ) = (0, 1). We have k(Chz ) = (〈δ(Chz ), β〉, 〈δ(Chz ), α〉) = (1, 0) and
k(Cvz ) = (0, 1). Finally, their areas are given by A(Chz ) = 1− 2|y| and A(Cvz ) =
1− 2|x|.
Let g ∈ SL(2,Z). We will denote zg = (xg, yg) = g−1(z) and ζg : M(zg) →
M(z) one of the affine transformations that has g as derivative. Write Chg =
ζg(Chzg) ⊂ M(z). Its core curve is δ(Chg) = ζ
g
∗(δ(Chzg)). We have
v(Chg) = v(ζ
g
∗(δ(Chzg))) = hol(ζ
g
∗(δ(Chzg))) = Dζ
g hol(δ(Chzg)) = g(1, 0),
A(Chg) = A(ζ
g(Chzg)) = A(C
h
zg) = 1− 2|yg|.
Moreover
k(Chg) = (〈ζg∗(δ(Chzg)), β〉, 〈ζ
g
∗(δ(Chzg)), α〉)
= (〈δ(Chzg), (ζ
g
∗)−1β〉, 〈δ(Chzg), (ζ
g
∗)−1α〉).
If we assume that g∗(zg) : H
(0)
1 (M(zg);Z)→ H(0)1 (M(z);Z) = id we have
k(Chg) = ±(〈δ(Chzg), β〉, 〈δ(Chzg), α〉) = (±1, 0).
Similar computations hold also for the “vertical” cylinders Cvg .
In order to state our result we need to introduce some notation. Given a real
number 0 < x < 1 its continued fraction expansion is denoted
x = [0; a1, a2, . . . ] =
1
a1 +
1
a2 + · · ·
,
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moreover call
h+ =
(
1 1
0 1
)
and h− =
(
1 0
1 1
)
.
Theorem 9. Suppose that z = (x, y) ∈ T20, let ϑ = [0; a1, a2, . . . ] and fix ε > 0. Assume
that there is a sequence of even times kn such that(
ha1+ · · · hakn−
) ·M(z) = M(z) and (ha1+ · · · hakn− )∗(z) = id .
Finally, suppose
akn ≥
4(1+ ε)
1− 2|x| and akn+1 ≥
2(1+ ε)
1− 2|y| .
Then the directional flow ϕ˜θt in direction θ of the vector (1, ϑ) on the Z
2-cover M˜(z)Γ,
where Γ = (β,−α), is ergodic.
Proof. We divide the proof in three steps.
Step 1: the flow ϕθt on M(z) is ergodic. Denote by
pn
qn the n-th convergent of the
continued fraction expansion of ϑ. Then
ha1+ · · · hakn− =
(
qkn qkn−1
pkn pkn−1
)
.
The matrix
σ =
(
ϑ −1
0 1ϑ
)
sends the vector (1, ϑ) to the vertical direction. Let us show that the sequence
(Glog kn · σ ·M(z))n∈N ⊂ H(1, 1)
is bounded in the stratum. We have
Glog kn · σ ·M(z) = σn ·M(z),
where
σn = diag
(
qkn ,
1
qkn
)
· σ · ha1+ · · · hakn−
=
(
qkn 0
0 1qkn
)(
ϑ −1
0 1ϑ
)(
qkn qkn−1
pkn pkn−1
)
=
(
qkn(qknϑ− pkn) qkn(qkn−1ϑ− pkn−1)pkn
ϑqkn
pkn−1
ϑqkn
)
.
All the entries of σn are contained in [−1, 1]. In fact
|qkn(qknϑ− pkn)| < |qkn(qkn−1ϑ− pkn−1)| < 1
and, since we assumed that kn are even numbers,
0 <
pkn−1
qkn
<
pkn
qkn
< ϑ.
Call G0 ⊂ SL(2,R) the compact subset of matrices with all coefficients in [−1, 1].
Then the orbit G0 ·M(z) is a compact subset of H(1, 1). Since we have shown that
σn ·M(z) ∈ G0 ·M(z) for all n, we can apply Masur’s criterion (Theorem 8) and
deduce that the flow in the direction θ of the vector (1, ϑ) is uniquely ergodic on
the compact surface M(z).
Step 2: θ is well approximated by “horizontal” cylinders. The hypothesis guarantee,
for every n, the existence of transformations
ζn : M(z)→ M(z)
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whose derivative is Dζn = h
a1
+ . . . h
akn− and that act trivially on the holonomy zero
homology. Consider the cylinders Chn = ζn(Chz ) ⊂ M(z), where Chz was defined
in (3). By the assumptions, and by the computations before the statement of the
Theorem, we have
k(Chn) = (1, 0),
A(Chn) = A(C
h
z ) = 1− 2|y|,
v(Chn) = (Dζn)v(C
h
z ) = (Dζn)(1, 0) = (qkn , pkn).
Since k(Chn) 6= (0, 0) the cylinders lift to strips in the infinite surface M˜(z)Γ. We
now show that these strips well approximate the direction θ. On one hand we
have
|(1, ϑ) ∧ v(Chn)|
‖(1, ϑ)‖ =
|(1, ϑ) ∧ (qkn , pkn)|
‖(1, ϑ)‖ =
|qknϑ− pkn |
‖(1, ϑ)‖ <
1
‖(1, ϑ)‖
1
akn+1qkn
,
on the other
A(Chn)
2‖(Chn)‖
≥ 1− 2|y|
2qkn‖(1, ϑ)‖
.
So
|(1, ϑ) ∧ v(Chn)|
‖(1, ϑ)‖ ≤
1
1+ ε
A(Chn)
2‖(Chn)‖
if akn+1 ≥ 2(1+ε)1−2|y| .
Step 3: θ is well approximated by “vertical” cylinders. We now turn our attention to
the cylinders Cvn = ζn(Cvz ), where Cvz was defined in (4) and ζn is defined in the
previous step. Let us recall that
k(Cvn) = (0, 1),
A(Cvn) = A(C
v
z ) = 1− 2|x|,
v(Cvn) = (Dζn)v(C
v
z ) = (Dζn)(0, 1) = (qkn−1, pkn−1).
As before, these cylinders all lift to infinite strips in M˜(z)Γ. Remark that, since
α <
pkn−1
qkn−1
the analysis we carried on in the previous step cannot be applied in this
case and we have to proceed in a slightly different way. We have
|(1, ϑ) ∧ v(Cvn)|
‖(1, ϑ)‖ =
|(1, ϑ) ∧ (qkn−1, pkn−1)|
‖(1, ϑ)‖ <
1
‖(1, ϑ)‖
1
akn qkn−1
,
and
A(Cvn)
2‖v(Cvn)‖
=
1− 2|x|
2‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
.
Imposing
1
‖(1, ϑ)‖
1
akn qkn−1
≤ 1
1+ ε
A(Cvn)
2‖v(Cvn)‖
,
we obtain the inequality
akn ≥
‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
qkn−1‖(1, ϑ)‖
2(1+ ε)
1− 2|x| .
Let us focus on the first ratio in the RHS. Using that kn is even and that akn qkn−1 <
qkn = akn qkn−1 + qkn−2 < (akn + 1)qkn−1 we have
‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
qkn−1‖(1, ϑ)‖
<
qkn‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
qkn−1‖(qkn , pkn)‖
<
akn + 1
akn
‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
≤ 2,
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Figure 5. The set S defined in the Lemma 11.
which finally gives
akn ≥
4(1+ ε)
1− 2|x| ≥
‖(qkn−1, pkn−1)‖
qkn−1‖(1, ϑ)‖
2(1+ ε)
1− 2|x| .
The three steps we just completed show that all the hypothesis of the ergodicity
criterion 7 holds and hence we have shown that the flow ϕ˜θt on M˜(z)Γ is ergodic.

4.2. The action of SL(2,R) on the homology. Thanks to Theorem 9 we have
reduced ourselves to construct transformations in SL(2,R) that act trivially on
the zero holonomy homology. In order to construct such elements, we need to
analyse in more detail the induced action of SL(2,R). Call ω =
( 0 1
−1 0
)
. We have
the following identities, which can be verified simply by matrix multiplications
and that will be crucial in our constructions
(5) ω · h± ·ω−1 = h−1∓ , h− · h−1+ · h− = ω−1, h+ · h−1− · h+ = ω.
Lemma 10. Let F =
{
(x, y) ∈ T20 : x, y 6= − 12
}
. Then for every z ∈ F
(− id)∗(z) = id .
Let g be an element of SL(2,Z) and let g ·M(z) = M(z′), with z, z′ ∈ F. Then
(6) g ·M(−z) = M(−z′) and g∗(−z) = g∗(z).
Proof. The involution − id acts on L by rotating each square of M(z) by the angle
pi. In particular, the induced action on H(0)1 (M(z);Z) sends α to −α and β to −β,
unless z belongs to the boundary of T20 . The first claim follows exchanging the
two squares that form M(z) using the affine automorphism τ.
The second one follows from the fact that g ·M(z) = M(gz) and that g and
− id commute, so we have g ·M(− id z) = M(− id z′). Finally, using (2) we have
g∗(z) = (− id)∗(z′) · g∗(z) = (− id ·g)∗(z)
= (g · − id)∗(z) = g∗(−z) · (− id)∗(z) = g∗(−z). 
Since h+ and h− generate SL(2,Z), if we look at their action on the zero
holonomy homology we obtain complete informations on the action of SL(2,Z)
itself. The next result is proved in [8, Lemma 3.3], to which we refer for the proof.
Lemma 11. Set S =
{
(x, y) ∈ T20 : − 12 ≤ x + y < 12
}
, see Figure 5. For every z ∈ T20
we have
(h±)∗(z) =
{
h±, if z ∈ S,
h−1± , if z /∈ S.
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The previous Lemma enables us to evaluate precisely the action induced from
H(0)1 (M(z);Z) to H
(0)
1 (h± ·M(z);Z) by h±. For a moment, it is worth to distin-
guish between the punctured torus T20 and its fundamental domain T
2
0 defined
by (1). In fact, remark that
z ∈ S ⇐⇒ h±(z) ∈ T20 .
Writing χ = χT20 for the indicator function of T
2
0 , we can thus rephrase Lemma 11
as
(h±)∗(z) = h
1−2χ(h±(z))
± .
In other words, if after applying the transformation h± the endpoint z of the
slit is outside the fundamental domain T20 , then the induced action on the zero
holonomy homology is reduced by 2. Iterating this reasoning, we get the following
Corollary 12. Suppose that we apply the transformation hn−, for some natural number n,
to the surface M(z), with z ∈ T20. Write
y + nx = k + {{y + nx}},
where {{y + nx}} ∈ [− 12 , 12) is the displacement from the nearest integer and k ∈ Z.
Then
(hn−)∗(z) = h
n−2|k|
− .
Similarly, consider the transformation hm+, for some natural number m. If x + my =
l + {{x + my}}, where l ∈ Z, we have (h+)∗(z) = hm−2|l|+ .
5. Ergodic directions for rational r, s
In this section we construct ergodic directions for the surface M(z)Γ under
the assumption that z is rational, that is z = (r/2q, s/2q) ∈ T20 with r, s, q ∈ Z,|r|, |s| < q, and s is non-zero and coprime with q. We have
Lemma 13. Suppose that at least one number s or r is odd. Let a, d be natural numbers
such that
(7) 4q < a, d ≤ 6q and r + as ≡ −q (mod 2q), ds− r ≡ −q (mod 2q),
and let n = 8qm, for some m ∈N. Then, setting
gz(n) = hd−1+ · h− · h+ · hd− · hn+ · ha−1− · h+ · h− · ha+ · hn− ∈ SL(2,Z),
we have
gz(n) ·M(z) = M(z), and (gz(n))∗(z) = id .
Proof. Let us first show that if suffices to show the result when s > 0. In fact,
if s < 0 then we can consider −z ∈ T20 and find a transformation such that
g−z ·M(−z) = M(−z) and (g−z)∗(−z) = id. By assumption z ∈ F, so from (6)
we have g−z ·M(z) = M(z) and (g−z)∗(z) = id, which is want we wanted.
Now write
(hn−)∗(z) = ht−.
Remark that we have
t = n− 2|4mr|,
since hn−(z) =
( r
2q ,
s
2q + 4mr
)
. Since s and q are coprime and either s or r is odd,
there exist a, d, k, l ∈N such that 4q < a, d ≤ 6q and
r + as = 2qk− q,
ds− r = 2ql − q.(8)
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We have
hn−
(
r
2q
,
s
2q
)
=
(
r
2q
,
s + 8mr
2q
)
,
ha+
(
r
2q
,
s
2q
)
=
(
r + as
2q
,
s
2q
)
=
(
k− 1
2
,
s
2q
)
,
h−
(
−1
2
,
s
2q
)
=
(
−1
2
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
, h+
(
−1
2
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
=
(
s
2q
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
,
ha−1−
(
s
2q
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
=
(
s
2q
,
(a− 1)s + s− q
2q
)
=
(
s
2q
,
−r + 2(k− 1)q
2q
)
,
hn+
(
s
2q
,− r
2q
)
=
(
s− 8mqr
2q
,− r
2q
)
=
(
s
2q
− r,− r
2q
)
,
hd−
(
s
2q
,− r
2q
)
=
(
s
2q
,
ds− r
2q
)
=
(
s
2q
, l − 1
2
)
,
h+
(
s
2q
,−1
2
)
=
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,−1
2
)
, h−
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,−1
2
)
=
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,
s
2q
)
,
hd−1+
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,
s
2q
)
=
(
(d− 1)s + s− q
2q
,
s
2q
)
=
(
2(l − 1)q + r
2q
,
s
2q
)
,
so gz(n) ·M(z) = M(z).
We now have to analyse the action of the induced transformation on the zero
holonomy homology. We write
(ha+)∗
(
r
2q
,
s
2q
)
= ha˜+.
Corollary 12 gives us that a˜ = a− 2k, k being the natural number defined by (8).
Since a > 4q, we have that a˜ > 0. Writing
(hd−)∗
(
s
2q
,− r
2q
)
= hd˜−,
with d˜ = d− 2l > 0. We want to show that we have
(gz(n))∗(z) = hd˜+1+ · h−1− · h+ · hd˜− · ht+ · ha˜+1− · h−1+ · h− · ha˜+ · ht−
= hd˜+ ·ω · hd˜− · ht+ · ha˜− ·ω−1 · ha˜+ · ht−
= hd˜+ · h−d˜+ · h−t− · h−a˜+ · ha˜+ · ht−
= h−t− · ht− = id,
where we used the identities (5).
As 0 < s < q, we have that (−1/2, s/2q) ∈ S and (−1/2, s/2q− 1/2) /∈ S, so
we have
(h−)∗
(
−1
2
,
s
2q
)
= h−, and (h+)∗
(
−1
2
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
= h−1+ .
Moreover
(h+)∗
(
s
2q
,−1
2
)
= h+, and (h−)∗
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,−1
2
)
= h−1− .
Carrying our analysis further, we have,
(ha−1− )∗
(
s
2q
,
s
2q
− 1
2
)
= ha−1−2(k−1)− = h
a−2k+1− = ha˜+1− .
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Similarly
(hd−1+ )∗
(
s
2q
− 1
2
,
s
2q
)
= hd−1−2(l−1)+ = h
d˜+1
+ .
To conclude, we only have to show that
(hn+)∗
(
s
2q
,− r
2q
)
= ht+.
This is clear since (s− 8mqr)/2q = s/2q− 4mr and thus Corollary 12 gives
(hn+)∗
(
s
2q
,− r
2q
)
= hn−2|4mr|+ = h
t
+.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
To get a lower bound on the Hausdorff dimension on the set of ergodic direc-
tions we will use the following standard result.
Proposition 14. For any a¯, b¯ ∈ Nm, with m ≥ 0, and for any set D = dN+ c ⊂ N,
with d, c ∈N and d > 0, c ≥ 0, the Hausdorff dimension of the set
E(a¯, b¯) = { [0; a¯, n1, b¯, n1, a¯, n2, b¯, n2, . . . ] : ni ∈ D }
is greater than 1/2.
Proof. Write a¯ = a1 . . . am and b¯ = b1 . . . bm. We can assume m ≥ 4 and m even.
For l ∈N, define the map ψa¯,b¯,l : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] by
ψa¯,b¯,l(x) = [0; a1, . . . , am, l, b1, . . . , bm, l + x] =
pm(a¯, b¯, l)(l + x) + pm−1(a¯, b¯, l)
qm(a¯, b¯, l)(l + x) + qm−1(a¯, b¯, l)
.
Thus
ψa¯,b¯,l([0, 1]) =
[
[0; a1, . . . , am, l, b1, . . . , bm, l], [0; a1, . . . , am, l, b1, . . . , bm, l + 1]
]
.
For x ∈ [0, 1], omitting the dependence of qm and qm−1 by a¯, b¯ and l, one has
ψ′a¯,b¯,l(x) =
1
(qm(l + x) + qm−1)2
≥ 1
(qm(l + 1) + qm−1)2
=: ea¯,b¯,l
and
ψ′a¯,b¯,l(x) ≤
1
(qml + qm−1)2
<
1
4
.
Now, for every u ∈N, let Du = d{1, . . . , u}+ c. Call
Eu(a¯, b¯) =
⋂
k≥1
⋃
(n1,...,nk)∈(Du)k
ψa¯,b¯,n1 ◦ ψa¯,b¯,n2 ◦ · · · ◦ ψa¯,b¯,nk [0, 1].
Then Eu(a¯, b¯) ⊂ E(a¯, b¯).
Let
Eu =
[
[0; a¯, du + c, b¯, du + c], [0; a¯, d + c, b¯, d + c + 1]
]
.
Remark that, since m is even, [0; a¯, du + c, . . . ] < [0; a¯, d + c, . . . ]. By definition of
ψa¯,b¯,l we have that ψa¯,b¯,l(Eu) ⊂ Eu for all l ∈ Du. Moreover, the intervals ψa¯,b¯,l(Eu)
are pairwise disjoint. Proposition 9.7 of [6] assures that the Hausdorff dimension
dimH(Eu(a¯, b¯)) ≥ su, where su > 0 is the unique solution to the equation
u
∑
l=1
esua¯,b¯,dl+c = 1.
Since ∑∞l=1 e
1/2
a¯,b¯,dl+c = +∞, we can find a u ∈ N such that ∑ul=1 e1/2a¯,b¯,dl+c > 1. In
particular su > 1/2 and so
dimH(E(a¯, b¯)) ≥ dimH(Eu(a¯, b¯)) ≥ su > 1/2,
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as we wanted to show. 
6. Results for M˜(z)Γ
Theorem 15. Suppose that z = (r/2q, s/2q) ∈ T20, where r, s and q are integer numbers
with |r|, |s| < q and s 6= 0 is coprime with q. Suppose moreover that at least one number
between r and s is odd. For every sequence of natural numbers (ni)i≥1 in 8qN, set
ϑ = [0; d− 1, 1, 1, d, n1, a− 1, 1, 1, a, n1, d− 1, 1, 1, d, n2, a− 1, . . . ].
Then the directional flow along the direction θ of the vector (1, ϑ) on the Z2-cover M˜(z)Γ
given by Γ = (β,−α) is ergodic. Furthermore, the Hausdorff dimension of the set of such
directions is bigger than 1/2.
Proof. We begin by noting that, grouping the entries of ϑ in blocks of length ten, we
obtain the transformations gz(n1), gz(n2), . . . of the form described in Lemma 13.
We then know that
gz(ni) ·M(z) = M(z), and (gz(ni))∗(z) = id,
for all i. Writing, as usual, ϑ = [0; a1, a2, . . . ] we have
a10k ≥ 8q ≥ 4q + 4 ≥ 4q + 4q− |r| =
4(1+ ε)
1− |r|q
,
with ε = 1q . Similarly
a10k+1 ≥ 4q ≥ 2q + 2 ≥ 2q + 2q− |s| =
2(1+ ε)
1− |s|q
.
Thus all the hypothesis of Theorem 9 hold. So the flow in direction θ of (1, ϑ) is
ergodic on the infinite surface M˜(z)Γ. Finally, the lower bound on the Hausdorff
dimension of the set of ergodic directions is given by Proposition 14. 
To deduce a statement about topological abundance of ergodic directions in
M˜(z)Γ we adapt to our setting some results developed for Z-covers. If z is
rational, Corollary 5.7 of [11] assure us that the Veech group of M˜(z)Γ is a discrete
subgroup of PSL(2,R) whose limit set is RP1. Recall that a set is a Gδ if it can be
obtained as a countable intersection of open sets. Then, using the same strategy of
Proposition 15 of [13] we prove the following
Lemma 16. Suppose that z = (r/2q, s/2q) ∈ T20, where r, s and q are integer numbers
with |r|, |s| < q and s 6= 0 is coprime with q. Suppose moreover that at least one number
r or s is odd. Then the set of ergodic directions on M˜(z)Γ forms a Gδ dense subset of S1.
Proof. We have shown in the proof of Theorem 15 that there exist two different
strips C˜h and C˜v on M˜(z)Γ with k(Ch) = (1, 0) and k(Cv) = (0, 1). Since the Veech
group of M˜(z)Γ is discrete, we can enumerate its elements: G = {g1, g2, . . . }. For
a natural n and a fixed ε > 0, call Bn ⊂ S1 the set of θ’s for which
(9) |(cos θ, sin θ) ∧ gv(Ch)| ≤ (1− ε)A(C
h)
2
, for some g ∈ G \ {g1, . . . , gn}.
Each of these sets is open. Moreover, if θ ∈ Bn then all its orbit under G, except
eventually gig−1, for i = 1, . . . , n, is contained in Bn as well. Since the limit set of
G is RP1, this implies that each Bn is dense in S1. Consider the set Bh = ∩Bn. If a
direction is in Bh then it satisfies (9) for infinitely many different g’s. It is thus well
approximated by the infinite strips gC˜h. Since the intersection form is invariant
under diffeomorphisms, we have k(gC˜h) = (1, 0). Summing up, we have shown
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that we can find a sequence of strips that produce the essential value (1, 0) and
well approximate every direction in a Gδ dense set.
Reasoning in the same way on Cv, we get the existence of a Gδ dense subset
of Bv ⊂ S1, for which similar conclusions hold for the essential value (0, 1). The
intersection Bh ∩ Bv is thus a Gδ dense subset of S1 formed of directions well
approximated by infinitely many strips that produce essential values (1, 0) and
(0, 1).
To conclude, it suffices to remark that the directions in Bh ∩ Bv are ergodic
directions for the directional flow on the compact surfaces M(z). This is true
because they do not correspond to a cylinder decomposition of the surface. Since
M(z) is a square-tiled surface, and hence a Veech surface, they have to be ergodic
directions. 
7. Back to Eaton lenses
In this section we translate back the results we obtained in the previous sections
to our original setting of systems of Eaton lenses in order to prove Theorem 2.
Recall that when we reduced from the system L(Λ, R) of Λ-periodic Eaton
lenses of radius R to its flat counterpart F(Λ, R), we were interested only in the
vertical direction and thus we could substitute a circular lens with its horizontal
diameter. In the proof of Theorem 2 we will use several times the following fact.
Lemma 17 (Lemma 9.2 of [9]). Let (M,ω) be a translation surface and θ ∈ S1 a
direction. If g ∈ SL(2,R), call θ′ the direction determined by eiθ′ = geiθ/‖geiθ‖. Then
there exists an s > 0 such that the flows ϕθ
′
st on g · (M,ω) and ϕθt on (M,ω) are measure
theoretically isomorphic via a homeomorphism. In particular, one is ergodic if and only if
the other is ergodic.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 0 < R < 1/2 be the radius of each lens. Then Z2 is an
R-admissible lattice. Since R-admissibility is an open condition which is invariant
under rotations, there exists an ε > 0 such that Gthτrθ ·Z2 is still R-admissible for
(t, τ, θ) ∈ (−ε, ε)2 × S1 and
hτ =
(
1 0
τ 1
)
.
Remark that rational numbers of the form s/2q with 0 < s < q odd are dense
in the interval
(
0, 12
)
. For s/2q→ R and q→ ∞ one has
R
s
2q cos(arccot 4q)
→ 1.
We can then find, for any given ε > 0, a q big enough and a number s/2q close
enough to R so that
log
R
s
2q cos(arccot 4q)
< ε.
Write z = (0, s2q ) and consider the surface M˜(z)Γ, where Γ = (β,−α). Theorem 15
gives the existence of a set of directions E = E(s/2q) ⊂ S1, with dimH E > 1/2,
such that the flow in these directions is ergodic on the infinite surface M˜(z)Γ. Since
an ergodic direction θ is the direction of the vector (1, ϑ) and ϑ = [0; d− 1, 1, . . . ],
with 4q < d ≤ 6q, we have cot θ = [d− 1; 1, . . . ]. As both cos and cot are decreasing
functions in (0,pi) we have cos θ ≥ cos(arccot 4q). So, for all θ ∈ E, we have
(10) t∗ := log Rs
2q cos θ
≤ log Rs
2q cos(arccot 4q)
< ε.
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Figure 6. A cartoon of the normalisation of the slit as described
in the proof of Theorem 2.
Choose now one specific ergodic direction θ on M˜(z)Γ. We are going to translate
the ergodicity of the flow ϕ˜θt on this surface into the ergodicity of the vertical flow
in some periodic configuration of Eaton lenses exploiting the homogeneity of L .
The whole procedure is schematically represented in Figure 6.
We first apply a rotation of angle pi2 − θ in anticlockwise direction in order
to bring the direction θ on the vertical one. We obtain the surface r pi
2 −θ · M˜(z)Γ.
Remark that the vertical flow on this infinite surface is ergodic.
We can now apply the horocycle flow hτ for some time τ ∈ (−ε, ε). As hτ
fixes all the vertical vectors, Lemma 17 guarantees that the vertical flow is still
ergodic on the infinite surface hτr pi2 −θ · M˜(z)Γ. Moreover, the lattice hτr pi2 −θ ·Z2 is
R-admissible by our assumption on τ.
Apply the geodesic flow Gt for time t∗ given by (10). We obtain the infinite
surface Gt∗hτr pi2 −θ · M˜(z)Γ on which the vertical flow is ergodic, once again by
Lemma 17. Finally, we can project the slit we have obtained onto a horizontal
one centred at the same point. Time t∗ is chosen so that the resulting slit has
precisely length 2R. Calling Λ = Gt∗hτr pi2 −θ ·Z2 and using the notation of the
introduction, we have obtained the surface M˜(Λ, R), the orientation covering of
F(Λ, R), the Λ-periodic configuration of flat lenses of length 2R. The vertical flow
on this new infinite surface has the same global behaviour of the vertical flow on
Gt∗hτr pi2 −θ · M˜(z)Γ since the two flows differ only on a small neighbourhood of
the slits. This tells us, in particular, that the vertical flow on the surface M˜(Λ, R)
is still ergodic. Remark that the lattice Λ is R-admissible thanks to (10). Hence,
this result for the orientation covering of the flat lenses immediately implies that
the Eaton flow on the corresponding system of circular Eaton lenses is ergodic.
Consider now the set
E =
{
Gt∗hτr pi2 −θ ·Z
2, τ ∈ (−ε, ε), θ ∈ E
(
s
2q
)
, t∗ = log Rs
2q cos θ
}
⊂ L .
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We just showed that these lattices are R-admissible and that, for every Λ ∈ E ,
the vertical flow on M˜(Λ, R) is ergodic. We now want to estimate the Hausdorff
dimension of this set.
The local product structure on L given by the Iwasawa ANK decomposition of
SL(2,R) implies that the Haar measure µL is locally equivalent to the product
Lebesgue measure in the coordinates (t, τ, θ). Since the t-coordinate is uniquely
determined in terms of θ, dimH E = dimH pi2,3(E ), where
pi2,3(E ) =
{
hτr pi2 −θ ·Z
2, τ ∈ (−ε, ε), θ ∈ E
(
s
2q
) }
⊂ L .
Writing pi2,3(E ) =
⋃
τ∈(−ε,ε) hτ ·
{
r pi
2 −θ ·Z2θ ∈ E
(
s
2q
) }
, we see that, in the (τ, θ)
coordinates, pi2,3(E ) = (−ε, ε)× E. This tells us that
dimH E = dimH pi2,3(E ) ≥ 1+ dimH E > 1+ 12 =
3
2
,
as we wanted to prove. 
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